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Cloud is about how you engineer your services,
not aboutwhere they live and operate†.
If youmostly agreewith the opinion that "software is eating
theworld", expressed byMarc Andreessen in theWall Street
Journal about a decade ago, then you also understand the
value ofmodern software product and engineering practices
such as Agile, DevOps, and, of course, cloud–native software
architectures and development.

Whenwesaycloud,wemostlymeancloud–native
In fact, cloud–ready and, evenmore-so, cloud–native software
and services are a critical prerequisite of a successful digital
transformation journey.
This is because cloud-native development is the approach to
quickly building and updating appswhile improving quality
and reducing risk. It is arguably the best way to build and run
responsive, scalable, and resilient apps anywhere youwant- in
public, private, or hybrid clouds.
As things stand, the immensemajority of new enterprise
applications andmodernization projects are being designed
for and delivered in cloud–ready or cloud–native architectures.

Moreandmoremajorbusinessesand
industriesarebeing runonsoftware
anddeliveredasonlineservices—
frommovies toagriculture tonational
defense.—MarcAndreessen

cloud is abouthowyouengineer

For example, a recent (2021) IDC study predicts a
massivemove “to containers in three years where
80%ofworkloads will shift to or be createdwith
containers andmicroservices.”

†. Paraphrasing “Cloud is about how you do computing, not where you do
computing” by PaulMaritz.



Hybrid cloud is here to stay
Furthermore, according tomost analysts, anywhere from 65%
to 80%of enterprises deploy or intend to deploy these new
andmodernized apps on hybrid cloud configurations.
In essence, hybrid cloud architectures divide relatedworkloads
and resources between both public and on-prem clouds to
provide digital services to an organization's customers and
other users, and stakeholders.

Main drivers for Hybrid in the enterprise
There aremany important drivers for choosing hybrid
cloud architectures,mainly based upon factors such as:

▪ First of all, it's practically impossible for an enterprise to
modernize ormigrate all applications to the public
cloud. Even if that is the intent, any given organization
will spend significant time in a "hybrid–land" of sorts.

▪ More importantly, there aremultiple use cases, as well as
business requirements and constraints that necessitate
creating and running hybrid cloud applications and
services. Themajor grounds behind such cases are
usually security and compliance factors, a need for
performance not satisifed by public cloud alone,
financial constraints or goals, operational elements, and
for strategic flexibility reasons.

▪ Finally, not all applications or data can, or should, be
moved to the public cloud. Futhermore the growing
trend for "repatriation" of workloads back to on–prem
cloud reminds us that being able to "go back" is super
important. Investing in hybrid cloud architecture and
operations is a valid approach to having an "exit strategy"
for apps and services.

"Thedifficultpart inmakingahybrid
carwasn’t stickingabatteryandan
electricmotor intoapetrol-powered
car.Getting the twosystemstowork
seamlesslyandharmoniouslywas the
critical innovation.That’swhatmade
thePriusa truehybridandasuccess."
—GregorHohpe

enterprisehybrid cloud ishere to stay



Use cases that benefit fromhybrid cloud
▪ Modernapplications or dataproducts† that need low–latency
access andprocessing that are viable only at a local tier.

▪ Requirements or specific benefits of having an application
hosted locally, like inmodernization,where itmay not be
possible or desirable to keep a legacy app onpublic cloud.

▪ Consolidation of large databases that are in constant heavy
use, andmay therefore not befinancially or operationally
viable on the public cloud.

▪ Co–location of legacy and cloud–native applications or data
productswith important symbiotic relations, and also benefit
from lower latency, increased security, or other hybrid value.

▪ Apps and services based onblockchain that need encryption
at all levels of operation (i.e. at rest, in transit, and in use).

▪ DevSecOps orDataOps infrastructure and operations that
require particularly high levels of security and governance.

▪ Backup and IT continuity reasons,where an organization
needs to have a second site to protect itself from cyber–
attacks, large scale errors. anddisasters.

†.Data based apps or services that support decisionmaking or help
provide value to customers. Such products can range from executive
dashboards to AI driven assistants.

Fail fast, succeedfaster.
The righthybrid cloudsetupoffers the
opportunity to fail quickly,which in
turnallows foreasier andcheaper
experimentation.This isbecauseyou
have the flexibility tomoveyourapps,
dataandservices toaprivateor to
anotherpublic cloud if andwhen
needed.Overall, it helps improveyour
agility and time–to–market fornew
featuresandproducts.

security • performance • agility



On–prem is dead, long live on–prem!
On-prem infrastructure is an important component of a hybrid
cloud plan. It remains the home of sensitive apps and data
that are essential to businesses' welness and security and
wellness, and it is also rapidly growing into a launchpad and a
hub for the creation and delivery of new cloud–native services
and data products. However,modern on-prem infrastructure
also has tomeet a fewessential hybrid–cloud challenges such as:

▪ Expanding attack surfaces and cyberthreats, rapidly growing
data –especially from customers– andmounting regulations
mean that our hybrid cloud on–prem infrastructure needs to
supportmuch higher levels of security and governance.

▪ Hybrid clouds can quickly become unsustainable financially if
we continue investing in outmoded hardware and virtualiza-
tion paradigms. It's important to be able to domorewith less,
to safely consolidate workloads without losing performance,
and to show real benefits to TCO andfinancial flexibility.

▪ Digital transformation includes modernization, new apps,
and data projects, whichmeans that engineering and data
science teams need to have easy, quick, and secure access to
core resources, and they also have to be able tousemodern
engineeringpractices, suchasDevOps, everywhere.

▪ Reliability and resiliencewas always key formission–critical
applications in the enterprise, but it is constantly becoming
important in the cloud era, for some obvious reasons (i.e. to
mitigate revenue loss fromdowntime), but is also vital from
an operations point of view as it can decrease engineering
resourcewaste and cost.

▪ Data–driven decisionmaking and products are becoming
increasingly important to the enterprise, data volumes and
sources are expanding rapidly, and the need formodel and
information governance is growing. Thismeans thatmodern
on–prem infrastructure needs to be engineered for AI.

on–prem infrastructure is changing



“I thought data centers where going away.”
As shownpreviously, a hybrid cloud approach is a given formost
enterprises,whichmeans that on–premandprivate cloud
infrastructure is going to stick around for the foreseeable future.
In factmost analyst and industry reports show that investments
in private cloud andon–premhardware and software are, at the
very least, expected to remain steady or growmodestly in the
coming years (public cloud investment is growingmuch faster).
The goodnews is that you candecrease thefinancial,
operational, and environmental impact of your on–prem
infrastructure tangibly, by turning to hybrid cloud solutions –
including servers and storage– from IBM.

The keys to reduced on–premTCO
Consolidation—IBMPower and LinuxONE servers can runmore
workloads per CPU, whichmeans you end up requiring fewer
systems than the x86 servers they replace. This translates into
reducedhardwareandmaintenancecost, lower software licensing,
and anoverall decrease in operating expenses.
Footprint—Floor space and energy consumption are important
drivers of on–premcost. In fact, IDC estimates that "17.6%of the
datacenter operating budget is spent on electricity." IBMPower
Systems and LinuxONE servers offer amazing average energy
savings (up to60%per year), and they can save up to 75%of the
floor space youneed (which translates to corresponding savings
in rent andgeneral operating expenses).
Versatility—IBMPower Systems and LinuxONE can securely run
mission–critical, legacy, cloud–native on the same system,which
means that you reducedistributedsystemandappmodernization
complexity through (a)drastically improvedhardware resource
utilization, (b) simplerDevOps environments andpipelines, and
(c) flexible scale–up, scale–out, and cloudburst options.
Continuity—Toput it simply, IBM is arguably the leader inwhat
is known as RAS (reliability, availability, serviceability), which
translates into fewer and shorter scheduled andunscheduled
“stops”, and therefore, into lower overall costs for your enterprise
IT. It alsomeans that you can reassign your engineers to tasks and
projects that have a larger impact on your organization.

betterhybridon–prem&lowercost

IBM– Indicative real–world consolidation benefits

5yr. POWER9
vs. x86 TCO for
european telco

−39%tco

License cost
savings due to
consolidation

−74%cost

Energy& space
savings at gene
research center

−92%energy

Power
Systems

Performance
per core vs x86
with sameapps

4xmore

Average Java
workloads vs
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LinuxONE



PerformanceTechnologieshelpsyou
designand implement IBMhybrid
cloudon-premise infrastructure that
redefinewhatyoucanachieve in
termsofagility, costandoperational
efficiency, sustainability, andsecurity.
IBMPowerandLinuxONEsystemsare
an idealplatformformodernization
andcloud–nativeprojects for the
hybridenterprise.



Contact us at info@performance.gr
to start a conversation about how
IBM Hybrid Cloud can help your
organization in it’s transformation
projects and strategy.

Better yet, call us at 99 47 100.


